
Our technology is your peace-of-mind



Detnov Security started its activity in 2007 in Barcelona. We are a company specialized in the 
development and manufacture of fire alarm systems for any kind of installation as offices, hospitals, 
hotels, shopping malls, university campuses, residential buildings, etc.

We have a team of highly qualified professionals with more than 20 years experience in the field of fire 
protection. Our R & D team designs each of our products from advanced production technologies to 
meet the market needs.

We have our own laboratories for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC / EMI) and calibration, which 
allow us to guarantee the quality of all our products with the highest standards exigency.



Thanks to the internationalization process of the last years, 
we have become a leading company in the European field 
of fire alarm systems manufacturers. Our presence in more 
than 35 countries guarantees our global market vision.

Our growth strategy is based on three main concepts:

We are a clearly technological company, 
which conceives innovation as a continuous 
growth process that must be applied 
throughout the entire product development 
process.

A network of distributors around the world 
consolidates our international presence. 
Detnov combines the high performance 
product with a wide distributor network based 
on professionals who understand the needs 
of each market.

Our greatest investment lies in the 
new technology development. It is a 
strategy that allows us to anticipate 
the needs of the market and places 
us at the market forefront.

The group

Strategy

Innovation //// Internationalization //// Investment ////



A complete range of Detnov alarm systems guarantee 
the functional requirements required for each type of 
installation. Design, reliability and functionality come 
together to create products to protect spaces that 
require a balance between security and aesthetics.

Product



The target of our company is supplying fire alarm systems based on efficient solutions 
with state of the art technologies. We provide a bespoke and complete assessment 
for any kind of installation, from the initial design and development phase of the 
project, through trainings and technical support.

Philosophy



Carrer de l’Alguer, 18, Pol. Ind. Les Salines
 08830 - Sant Boi de Llobregat - Barcelona (Spain)

 +34 93 371 60 25
 info@detnov.com

C/ La Granja, 30 Bajo 
28108 Alcobendas - Madrid (Spain) 
+34 91 919 79 69
madrid@detnov.com

www.detnov.com
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